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The business of braces is sometimes more art than it is science, however Kendrick
Orthodontics has utilized scientific technology to advance their ability to diagnose
and administer the fitting of braces and oral surgery.

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

(Newswire.net—August  19, 2013) Orlando, FL—When dealing with the mouth and parts of
the human body that are not so easy to see or reach, there are less invasive technologies that are available via
computers.  Dr. James Kendrick shows us some of the advanced techniques that his practice uses in Kissimmee and
Sebring where his office services families for orthodontic and oral surgery care. 

Kendrick discusses the old fashioned two dimensional film trying to analyze three dimensional objects and how  root
positions could not be visualized before nor the temperament of where they are joined.  Now however, the new
technology gives the orthodontist the ability to evaluate the joints that are critical before putting the braces on. 

Not only viewing the teeth is important but also viewing the entire skull while analyzing if there is a sinus problem with
a clear passage for breathing with ample airway.  The application of braces can affect all of these parts of the body
which Kendrick explains can exacerbate other problems if unaware of the consequences.   He also talks about how it
enables his communication with his patients to be much more efficient with clarity of understanding throughout the
brace fitting and application process.

It appears that the visualization for the orthodontist is one of the biggest advantages that this new technology
provides.  Without this, the diagnosis is not complete and the orthodontist cannot be sure as to the course of action
required.  Time and confidence are therefore impacted to allow better metrics and performance in its application.    

Kendrick spends a lot of time and attention to his patients’ needs working through weekends and times while the
office may be closed but where he focuses on the braces and any custom requirements that may be required.  
Discussing his background and original interest in orthodontics, he seemed to always have a fascination with teeth
and solving problems. 

The wearing of braces is much more involved than just straightening teeth for adolescents.   Cosmetic dentistry and
even plastic surgery for adults has become popularized by entertainers and athletes where function versus aesthetics
draws a pretty close line.

  For more information regarding braces, contact Kendrick Orthodontics   3280 Greenwald Way North,  Kissimmee, FL
34741  (407) 870-9848  www.kendrickortho.com
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